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1: WordLive - Darkness or light?
Choosing Light Over Darkness It doesn't matter which religion you follow or even if you are an atheist, all humans are
born onto the earth with choices. Everyday we are presented with choices that impact our past, present, and future, and
ourselves, those around us, and our communities.

God does indeed allow us to choose between the light and the darkness. Or, we could say that God allows us
to choose between good and evil. The writer of Proverbs 4: But the path of the righteous is like the light of
dawn, That shines brighter and brighter until the full day. The way of the wicked is like darkness; They do not
know over what they stumble. If we choose to accept the light of God, if we choose to accept the way of God
and His truth in our lives, our beginnings with God may appear only as the faint light of dawn. We have only
enough light to see where our next few steps can take us safely. The other things are still hidden from our
vision and understanding. Now, if we give up at this point and say to ourselves, "I will wait until the full light
of day," it will never come; and what little light we have will fade back into the darkness. But if we step out in
the dim light of dawn, we find that the truth of God our Father, the witness of the Holy Spirit, and the work
and love of Jesus Christ becomes more and more real to us, just as the dim light of dawn brightens into the full
light of day. God has given us a choice. We cannot sit back and do nothing, for to do nothing is the same as
choosing the darkness. And in the darkness, we can easily lose our way and begin to stumble over various
things that are hidden from our sight. The greatest of the things that the people of darkness stumble over is the
witness of Jesus Christ. This is what we read as our preparation verse for this morning, from John 1: There
was the true light which, coming into the world, enlightens every man. This is as the light of dawn. He was in
the world, and the world was made through Him, and the world did not know Him. He came to His own, and
those who were His own did not receive Him. Every one of these people of Israel and every one of us, as well
as everyone else in the world, has been shown the true light of the dawning of Jesus Christ. But most people
have rejected it, or have not been willing to walk in His light, even though they could see, however dim it was
in the beginning. Listen to what Jesus tells us in John Jesus therefore said to them, "For a little while longer
the light is among you. Walk while you have the light, that darkness may not overtake you; he who walks in
the darkness does not know where he goes. God has given us the power to do His will on our own. Everything
we need in order to do a good job has already been provided, and we have also been given many examples. If
we know something causes pain to our fellow human beings or the others animals, we are not to do it, no
matter what others may do. In fact, we are to step out boldly in doing what is right and in love and
compassion, so that the forces of darkness do not catch up with us; for once we enter the darkness again, it
becomes harder and harder to find our way back to the light. This happened with the Egyptians. Joseph went
to Egypt as a slave, but also as a servant of the Lord. Even when he was in prison, he still walked and lived in
the light. When Pharaoh saw this light in Joseph, listen to what he said: Now the proposal seemed good to
Pharaoh and to all his servants. Then Pharaoh said to his servants, "Can we find a man like this, in whom is a
divine spirit? So Pharaoh said to Joseph, "Since God has informed you of all this, there is no one so discerning
and wise as you are. In the midst of the darkness that was in Egypt, Joseph shone forth as a beacon of the light
of the Lord; and for a time, the nation lived partially in the light. But there came a day when the darkness
caught up to them again. Note what we are told in Exodus 1: Now a new king arose over Egypt, who did not
know Joseph. And he said to his people, "Behold, the people of the sons of Israel are more and mightier then
we. And things got worse and worse, until finally God showed His power. Then the Lord said to Moses,
"Stretch out your hand toward the sky, that there may be darkness over the land of Egypt, even a darkness
which may be felt. So Moses stretched out his hand toward the sky, and there was thick darkness in all the
land of Egypt for three days. They did not see one another, nor did anyone rise from his place for three days,
but all the sons of Israel had light in their dwellings. Previously, the Egyptians had both physical and spiritual
light, and though they had lost their spiritual light, they still thought they were in the light because they had
the physical illumination. Then, to let them know what real darkness is like, God also took away their physical
light, hoping that they would come back to the real light. Yet, at the same time, the Israelites had light as a
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witness to them, so that they would not leave the spiritual light, as the Egyptians had done. The same thing
happened in Israel when Jesus was crucified. Note what we are told in Luke And it was now about the sixth
hour [ Most of the leaders tried to kill the Prince of Light, hoping that the light would disappear; but instead,
in the midst of the physical darkness, a greater light began to shine forth. Now every repentant person could
approach the throne of grace directly. No longer did they need the high priest to go behind the veil for them
once a year. Now they could approach Him directly. Our Communion service this morning is a reminder of
this. Walk into the marvelous light. Let our hearts be softened.
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2: NWE_triennale-design-weeklight-in-the-darkness
For God, who said, "Light shall shine out of darkness," is the One who has shone in our hearts to give the Light of the
knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ. 1 Peter Verse Concepts.

Comment 7 Share Tweet print email This is a guest blog written by my bride and true companion. Sending
Christmas joy from our home to yours. I woke around 6: The almost full moon had already set behind the
impenetrable Front Range and the night was lingering long. By then, Joshua 8 and Abigail 5 had woken,
though still arrayed in their Monday morning sleepiness. Abs in fuzzy green footie pajamas, her amber and
honey-colored hair cascading out of an unruly pony tail like spring run-off, too wild and vivacious for its
banks to restrict; Joshua stretched out comfortably on the family room floor in his boxer-briefs only, beautiful
boy-body exposed, testimony to this man-child who is still somehow so unselfconscious and young at heart.
And then it happened: So it has been this year: What sorrow, what loss, and yet in the midst, what
unimaginable beauty of a family drawn together, woven with threads of undistilled love and pain: We give
thanks for every moment that we were able to share with Lance and with our family during this season. Mom
and Dad, Francine, Ashley and Parker: Thank you for the way each of you revealed the face of Love to Lance
and to us. Link to my eulogy for Lance Selah. For Morgan, some of the gifts have been so beautiful they can
only be understood as Divinely arranged. Rich experiences in the backcountry with his bow that continue to
open and expand his heart and passionate appreciation for wild-spaces. Continued fulfillment in and
appreciation for his work, watching restoration and life flow into and through the lives of many men. In the
midst of a complicated and often frenzied world, Morgan has fought to restore a true connection with the
natural world and preserve the fleeting yet timeless moments of adventure and play with our kiddos; I am so
grateful! For our ever-inquisitive, gentle yet strong Joshua: It has been a hard year; it has been a beautiful year.
Lingering night and beauty-soaked sunrises. In all of it, we are very rich in love and so much of this goodness
is fruit of your love and prayers all these months and years. Thank you; we love you! One closing thought
from our experience with hospice: Please forgive me Thank you I love you These eleven words are now taped
to the front of our fridge. And this is our prayer: Help us to live in and through these words and the posture of
heart they express every day, that true wellness might abound in us and among us and through us. Wishing
you moments of joy and unlooked-for beauty in seasons of painful darkness; wishing you moments of true
presence and intimacy with those you hold dear; wishing you wellness in all of your living and letting go.
Again, we say thank you and we love you. With all our hearts,.
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3: Finding Light in the Darkness â€“ The Seeker's Dungeon
The light-darkness thing starts with Genesis This is the non-scrutinies Gospel: This is the non-scrutinies Gospel: "For
God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in him might not perish but might have
eternal life.

Posted on March 11, by Brian H. Gill I will live forever. What I decide and do matters. The fourth Sunday of
Lent scrutinies Gospel for this year, John 9: That last may need explaining. Scrutinies I should be loving God
and my neighbor, seeing everyone as my neighbor and acting like I believe it. Catechism, â€” Knowing I
should act and think like love matters is one thing. Following through on that knowledge is another. If God
demanded inhumanly perfect behavior, hope would be limited to delusional folks. And that the Apostles Creed
is right about forgiveness. Scrutinies are a way to look for and heal inner defects, glitches, and sins. That does
not mean some of us are damned no matter what we do. God is also where time and space are not. Catechism,
, , I think predestination is interesting, but has little practical value. October 1, Also malignant virtue and Holy
Willie. A daft one, I think, but real. The rules are simple. I should love God and my neighbor. Everyone is my
neighbor, so I should love everybody. But only if I notice that I need it, and use that knowledge constructively.
If I keep that up â€” I can still opt out of Heaven. This is the non-scrutinies Gospel: Truthfulness I could say
that John 3: I could say that. None of that makes sense. Truthfulness in what I say and how I act is. What I do
now makes a difference. Even the demons believe that and tremble.
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4: Choosing Light Over Darkness â€“ Astrologem by Gemma
God does indeed allow us to choose between the light and the darkness. Or, we could say that God allows us to choose
between good and evil. The writer of Proverbs sums it up this way: If we choose to accept the light of God, if we choose
to accept the way of God and His truth in our lives.

While the foundation of this story is sad, this Afterlife TV episode is both comforting and inspiring thanks to
what Scarlett and Jesse Lewis have to teach us. Bob also has a popular workshop for psychics and mediums at
PsychicMediumWorkshop. Bob Olson here with Afterlife TV. You can find us at afterlifetv. Our guest is the
author of this book, a very special book. Her name is Scarlett Lewis. Scarlett, thanks so much for joining us.
Thanks for having me, Bob. We know that this stuff is happening. We can see it. I do believe that your son,
Jesse, is really having his fun with us here. Your story begins December 14, It is a very tragic story. Well, on
December 14, , an angry young man shot his way through the glass doors of Sandy Hook Elementary and
proceeded to gun down 20 first graders in two first grade classrooms, and six teachers and administrators. That
was, obviously, the worst day of my life. Especially where you live and, you know, Sandy Hook is a little
New England community. Got to the school, my commute is 45 minutes. By the time I got there, there were
media, army trucks, people running around with camouflage on, helicopters overhead, and we were supposed
to meet up with our kids at the fire house, which was at the other end of the road. Of course, Jesse never came,
and neither did so many other loved ones. In fact, after everyone else in the United States knew. But, just a
very, very tragic day. I was definitely in shock. I have the book, but I actually listened to it. I got the Kindle
version and then I used my Kindle to read it to me. I was riveted by the story that you told and in a way that,
of course, I think most of us have already heard that story, but hearing your version of it, and what your
experience was like, I was really able to sort of feel as though I was there with you and watching you go
through this experience. You did a great job articulating that in this book. You were just stating the facts,
telling me what was happening. So, I thought it was very well written. I mean, there are a lot of lessons in the
book as well. So, the gunman reloaded and killed the remaining kids in the room. But, just that lesson alone,
within the first few pages, changed my life. It takes courage to be kind. And here, how old was he, six? Six
year old has this kind of courage. He was sort of the protector even before that. He was protecting the farm,
right? His favorite toys were yellow rubber ducks and little army men, and that shows you this incredible
dichotomy within him. But one of my most poignant memories is of him coming home and kicking off his
school shoes. He would go out and he would just go out in advance of me going out to feed the animals. He
would stand at the gate like this, like a sentry, waiting for one of his friends to come and take a horseback
riding lesson. I felt like, you know, we would roughhouse every morning. He would get the bus. He was 12 at
the time. He would get the bus at 6: My friend had sent him that army helmet. He wore it all the time. I mean,
my God, that classroom, literally, was a war zone. I feel like he had this spiritual knowing that he would have
to play that role and he was preparing for it. Yeah, no question about it. You can see it. People, can you see it?
These pictures are all in the book. One of the other things that you talked about in the book that I thought was
really important, and again, just a great reminder about life. You were going through a period where, or maybe
it was always like this for you, but you were taking the extra time to be with your children and to do things in
spite of the fact that you might be late for work, that sort of thing. I need to spend this time with them. Tell us,
maybe, a couple of things that you had done, and I also want to know where you think that came from. Well,
you know, Jesse was born and I said a prayer the first day that he was born. I would pray for J. I never really
questioned it. So, after Jesse was born, his dad and I split up right after he was born, and I kind of went
through this period of my life where I really had to become stronger. I had to become more independent. I
actually hired a Personal Empowerment Coach right after Jesse was born. She still works with me in the
foundation. I made some huge changes in my life. I became more aware. I become more conscious. I became
more mindful and more grateful about things in my life. It was just the boys and I and that never bothered me.
I just wanted to be with them and have fun and focus on them, and gosh, I am so glad that I did. I think that it
had to come from a spiritual awareness, a precognitive knowing, on my behalf, that something was coming. It
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was like, you know, I went to work. Even at night, we would just be having fun. We might go to a movie on a
week night or J. I remember thinking, after Jesse died, I remember sitting on the couch not wanting to do
anything. Not wanting to, having this inner feeling or this drive or this passion to be somewhere, to be having
fun, to be doing. It was, like, the first time in six years that I was able to sit and be still and calm and not have
this inner drive to do something. Thank God I had that. Because we really lived those six years very fully but I
also wondered, as well, where that came from, and it had to be a spiritual awareness and knowing that I had to
pack a lot into those six years and I did. Even with people who, say, die in their 20s or 30s, I hear of those
people being very driven to pack a lot of life into those short amount of years. For me, I find that comforting. I
find that comforting because it makes me think this was all part of the plan. This is no accident. Tell us about
that. I was just so devastated, obviously, as everyone was. I was looking at the TV, at this horrific scene of
burning buildings and destruction and terror. All these books that I was reading to J. I think I can do better
than this. I included the five most important lessons that I think that a mother can pass on to her son, in
particular. The last lesson was that a mother and foal, a mother and son, might not always live on the same
farm but their love will transcend distance and time forever and always. Then I ended the book. The boys were
going to leave for that, not death, but it also speaks to death as well. I got chills a couple of times while you
were telling that story, and I had already read about it. Tell us a little bit about that. You mean the firehouse?
You have a great picture. So, the morning, actually this was Thursday morning because Jesse was with his
father every other Thursday, so this was Thursday morning and the shooting would happen the following day.
Normal morning, obviously, getting up, rushing around, getting two boys off to school. I have a picture of it
here. So, on the windows, we can see, oh yeah, yeah, we can see it.
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5: A Dark Path: Choosing Darkness and Deception over Light | End Times Prophecy Report
I suspect choosing to contribute to our dying is choosing darkness and choosing to contribute to our living is choosing
the light. I've never thought about it in those terms before. I will have to check that out!

Luke 11,12 Choices are an integral part of our lives. Whether it is jobs or jeans, food or fun, cars or
computers, most of us have a wide variety to choose from. Many factors influence our choices, and marketing
companies have developed numerous theories and models which seek to explain how people are influenced in
their choice of a particular product. In the beginning, God made available to Adam and Eve every tree in the
garden except the tree of the knowledge of good and evil see Genesis 2: And they with the obstinacy of my
two-year-old! Yet, God did not withdraw his gift of free will. We are still free to choose. Jesus talks about
choosing between darkness and light; we meet the Pharisees, who chose hygiene and hypocrisy over humility
and holiness; Jesus challenges his disciples to choose faith over fear and trust over worry; a fictitious rich man
chooses to trust in riches rather than in God Sitting on the fence is taboo. Prepare to go on record with your
own choice. There are only two possible options: As Jesus reminded us last week: How will you choose?
Comment The activity has been added to your bookmarks. You must be logged in to add bookmarks. Please
log in or register using the form in the right-hand panel. Going Deeper Whom do you feel like today? A
common garden sparrow? Tell Jesus exactly how you feel about yourself. Consider the sparrow Such a
commonplace bird, boasting no great beauty; nothing like the haughty peacock strutting around in robes of
green and blue. Such a small bird; nothing like the majestic eagle, soaring high. Whom do you feel like today?
Bring before the Lord areas of your life where you feel useless or insignificant. Our Father in heaven does not
forget even one tiny sparrow. And it is not just the sparrows flying high in the sky, not just the ones perched
safely on a branch or lying snug in their nests, but also the ones who fall to the ground that our heavenly
Father sees and cares about see Matthew Do you feel like a sparrow that has tumbled out of its nest or toppled
off a branch? How shall we choose? But these are also precious words of Scripture, spoken by Moses shortly
before his death: Thinking about what Jesus would do is our best guide when confronted with difficult
decisions and choices. And what Jesus did was to choose the painful and difficult way of the cross. Not a
popular choice. And in the eyes of the world, a foolish choice. Consider the choices set before you in these
readings. They may even lead to death â€” financial, social or even physical death. But they will also lead to
life that lasts. So, regardless of what choices those around you are making, will you, like Joshua, declare:
Sooner or later usually sooner! The contentment Paul speaks of does not depend on circumstances; it is
contentment in spite of circumstances vs 11, Will you, through the power of him who gives you strength v 13 ,
choose to be content regardless of your situation? Choosing disgrace Moses really had things going his way.
Snatched from the jaws of death as a baby, he was tossed into the lap of luxury. Companies sometimes accept
lower short-term profits for the sake of a higher market share in the longer term. Do you make choices in the
light of an eternity with God? What role does light play in your daily life? Thank God for the power and the
beauty of the gift of light. Instead he puts it on its stand, so that those who come in may see the light. When
your eyes are good, your whole body also is full of light. But when they are bad, your body also is full of
darkness. Explore Verse 33 could be understood as a reminder of our responsibility to receive and pass on the
light of the gospel 8: Every individual must take responsibility for receiving the light. In order to see, light
must enter through the eye v If our eyes are defective, or if we deliberately close our eyes, we cannot
recognise people or objects. Refusing to let Jesus enter or impact our lives is tantamount to choosing darkness
over light, and results in spiritual blindness. Jesus warns against allowing ourselves to be deceived v And
when you allow Jesus to shine through your life, you in turn become a shining light to a world in darkness v
Respond Ask the Holy Spirit to reveal to you areas of your life in which you have chosen darkness over light
by refusing to let Jesus impact and influence your words, actions and decisions.
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6: Choosing light over darkness | The Red Fairy Project
Genesis In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. Now the earth was formless and empty, darkness was
over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters.

Everyday we are presented with choices that impact our past, present, and future, and ourselves, those around
us, and our communities. We should always strive to be the best versions of ourselves, not in a selfish way,
but so we may always choose the light over darkness. Our time here is precious, and our choices build upon
each other. For example, the concept of opportunity cost can be applied to our lives. You can spend your time
drinking and partying at a bar only to find yourself without a loving relationship years down the line, or you
can spend your time on developing friendships and mutual hobbies and interests and find your soulmate. In
order to get the most joy from your life and beyond, choosing light is critical. The concept that good is to light
what evil is to darkness has been around for thousands of years. Choosing good over evil is always the right
option for happiness and health in life and eternally. All human actions can be sorted into this spectrum. For
example, helping someone in need is good. Doing laundry falls in the middle but towards good because it is
accomplishing a responsibility for the home. Spending a few hours a day on your phone falls in the middle but
towards bad because it is wasting time which could be spent on better causes. Often, dissatisfaction with what
we have cause us to choose darkness over light. The unending quest for more material possessions and
recognition, the desire to always look more beautiful than the next person or never age, to be more popular,
more successful etc. These pursuits are never ending quests designed for you to fail and bring about negativity
into your life if they become your main quests. The grass will always appear greener on the other side. Many
people underestimate the great feeling of spreading smiles and laughter over misery. It costs nothing to do,
and it is never too late to start. I have personally fallen into darkness in the past and see now how critical our
choices are for longterm joy. Below, I have compiled a list of suggestions on how to choose light over
darkness. See the impact choosing light will have on your life and the life of those around you first hand. Live
as children of light.
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7: Choices: Darkness or Light? â€“ John â€“ Heart to Heart
A COMET WILL COME TO EARTH AND WILL CAUSE THE THREE DAYS OF DARKNESS WHICH I HAVE
ANNOUNCED SO MUCH. Three days during which you must remain at home; keep the windows sealed so the light
from terrible thunder and lightning, falling from above, will not harm you, because behind the thunder and lightning, the
devils will kill a large number of My children, and I, with great pain, will shed My.

Saturday, 14 March In our own day we repeat this process. Most of us have lived in the time period of Saint
Padre Pio and Blessed Mother Teresa of Calcutta, but our world has chosen the darkness instead of the light.
We have millions of baptized Catholics who claim the name Catholic but live their lives in the darkness of sin
and ignorance of the teachings of the true Faith. Millions no longer practice the Faith. They should be walking
in the light of the Teaching Church but they have chosen instead to walk in the darkness of secular thinkers
and false teachers. They do not see the evil of their sins because of their lack of true spiritual insight. This is
an abomination to the Lord and a cause for His retribution. There is no excuse for us since He said to the
Apostles those that reject you reject me. Millions are rejecting the truth taught by the infallible teachings of
the successors of the apostles. The chosen ones of the Old Testament sat and wept as they pondered their
previous prosperity. The present killing of Christians in the Middle East has made us more aware of own
dependence on God. Many of them are now weeping at the well of doom and gloom. Both the second reading
and the Gospel give us hope, assuring us of redemption for all those who choose to repent. God in His
merciful love sends His Only Son to pay the debt of our sins. Let us reach out in love this Sunday to all those
who are still in darkness and pray for their return to the Lord who died for them and their salvation. Ponder the
words of the Gospel today and feel the presence of the God who loves us. God did not send His Son into the
world to condemn the world, but that the world might be saved through Him. The choice is ours to make.
What will we choose? Pray we all choose Jesus the Light so that we can all see the Way.
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8: Darkness And Light Quotes ( quotes)
Triennale Design Week Light In The Darkness OFFICINE PANERAI CELEBRATES ITS PASSION FOR THE SEA AND
FOR INNOVATION At the 57th edition of the Milan Design Week, Officine Panerai is exhibiting for the first time in Italy,
Candela, the work created by three multi-disciplined British talents working together: the designer Felix de Pass, the.

When I started out, I mostly wrote boy-it-sure-is-dark-down-here articles. As the blog grew, I developed a
need to be ok with the darkness. I needed a reason for the darkness. We have to be ok with a journey, just
being a journey. We all want to get somewhere. We can fight, and need to fight the injustices in every
direction, but for the sake of our heart, we have to accept that darkness is part and parcel of the human
experience. My ego being pricked by the slightest disrespect and sending me into a mental tailspin would
make me think that I should have at one time in my life been so respected that I can no longer deal with being
treated as a mere mortal. But I was never a man of such stature or acclaim that my every word was revered.
This being the case, my inner and outer worlds do not seem to exist in the same universe. Reincarnation is part
of my belief system and answers any questions that I want to throw its way, but when I want answers about
the world, I always try to judge the world at face value. My anger sometimes feels so engrained in me as if it
were part of my very DNA. I start to wonder about things such as transgenerational trauma. It is easy for
people to say get over it; slavery was so many generations ago. We say it very casually as if it were an easy
thing to do. But it is a deep spiritual practice that comes easily to some people existing in the most dire of
circumstances, while others, whose problems may seem largely self-inflicted, are never able to escape the idea
that the world is against them. At this time, we get on buses with seats too small for our shoulders, and travel
across India, working night and day to serve the thousands of people who show up to see Amma and get her
darshan. The accommodations and conditions are usually squalid by western standards. But I love it. We are
survival creatures. Our DNA was furnished in the fires of the wilderness, and molded through tribal warfare.
We were not beings that were made to sit for hours a day in front of computer screens. Maybe that is why we
fight so much with each other. Still, fighting has a way of hiding the pain away. Anger will burn everything
else to the ground. It is easier to overcome a lost love when we can be angry at them. If we have a problem
with a virus our bodies will produce the antibodies we need. But when there is a problem with our organ
functions, they might start to poison us rather than protect us. It is a cause and effect world. It is also a virus
and antibody planet. The same intellect that we use to lift ourselves up can be used to tear ourselves apart
when we are wrapped in depression. Smiling for me has nothing to do with happiness. Some people are
naturally gregarious and share their internal experiences with all around them. Some of us prefer to protect our
internal experience, knowing how easily we are affected by others, and when we have a little bit of joy we just
cling to it, not wanting anyone to inadvertently rip it from our covetous hands. Shoot, am I opening the door to
my inner workings a little too wide? We may think we understand each other, but we miss all the little details,
all of the little traumas that go into what makes us who we are. A man can never really understand a woman.
A woman can never really understand a man. They can get a glimmer of it if they travel to a place where they
are the minority, but then it is a different culture from their own home and they are looking through entirely
different lenses than the ones they would have if they grew up there. Even when they travel to places where
the majority skin tone is the same as theirs, the culture and life experiences are different. There are thousands
of little traumas that make us who we are. Choosing happiness is not just a thing to say, as if it should come
natural to our human experience. It is not the norm of this world we are engulfed in. Choosing happiness is an
act of upliftment and therefore a spiritual practice. It is not turning a blind eye to the world, but engaging and
understanding that we are never going to be content with what we are getting outside of ourselves. It is
knowing that we are more than our external experiences and we can still choose our internal ones. At some
point, we have to choose what it is we want out of this existence and go for it. Maybe that point should be
today. The light is surely at the end of this tunnel, but we have to choose to walk towards it. View all posts by
Sreejit Poole.
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9: Light vs. Darkness? | Superpower Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Mental Warfare - Choosing Light Over Darkness Posted on September 3, September 3, by Mike & Anne Rizzo by Mike
& Anne Rizzo Our first parents enjoyed a mental terrain untouched by darkness, a pristine garden landscape, no sin
nature to war against, no dysfunctional childhood to heal from.

After the first Pentecost, one of the five thousand first converts was a girl called Lillian. One day she fell
gravely ill, and the devil, capitalizing on her bodily weakness, and the fact that she had given in to a few sins,
took the form of a woman, and paid her sick-calls. But the devil assured Lillian that she was the worst of all.
In the end, Lillian gave up her Faith. From 3 October to 12 December , the statue was subjected to a cleaning
operation led by Professor Giuseppe Farina. The sculpture extends over a width of 20 meters and occupies the
entire mâ€¦ Fear God, not Rome â€” advice for the US bishops Denver, Colo. Stanislaus of Krakow, Poland,
preferred to return to Purgatory rather than to live again upon earth. The celebrated miracle of this resurrection
happened in and is related in the Acta Sanctorum on May 7. He did not neglect to remind this Prince of his
duties, who scandalously violated them before all his people. Boleslaw was irritated by the holy
admonishment of the Prelate. In revenge, he incited against him the heirs of a certain Peter Miles, who had
died three years before, after having sold a piece of ground to the Church in Krakow. The heirs accused the
Saint of having usurped the ground without having paid the owner. Stanislaus declared that he had paid for the
land. However, since the witnesses who should have defended him had been either bribed or intimidated, he
was denounced as a usurper of that property and condemned to make restitution. It is lay Catholics who allow
bishops and priests to continue their privileged lifestyles. It is lay Catholics who make sacrifices so that we
have beautifully furnished churches and buildings in which to meet and worship, it is lay Catholics who
sacrifice their sons and daughters to be priests and religious. If we, the lay people, stop believing in the moral
authority of the priests and bishops, if they cease to preach what the faith holds and teaches and instead start
preaching some other Gospel, we have the power to stop them. Aprende cualquier idioma extranjero en 2
semanas GadgetsPower The EC should explain the origins of the cards, the amounts deposited on them, and
the reasons why the scheme was kept in secret, he said. The King of Glory calls to you. Open your hearts to
Me. I desire to work in you. Accept My direction, and submit to My divine will. Abandon your plans, and
truly desire to honor Me in all that you say, think, and do. So much remains hidden from your eyes. Little
Ones, if I exposed all Truth to you, you would be crushed, and your hopes would completely disappear. Do
not fear events foretold. Satan tries to spread his lies all over the Earth, but remember that he is a defeated foe.
Though all seems out of your control, nothing escapes My reign. I control the Universe, and hold you in the
palm of My hand. P ray without ceasing. Pray for those you love, and trust in Me. Miracles will take place all
over the Earth, because My Children hear, and obey My voice. All things work together for good. Conference
of Catholic Bishops met for its fall general assembly. Benjamin Leven, a well known German theologian and
editor, explains in an essay that, according to his Vatican sources, it was Cardinal Francesco Coccopalmerio,
one of the closest counselors of Pope Bergoglio, who promoted an attitude of indulgence at the Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith toward priests who were responsible for sexual abuse. Thanks to the English
translation of Maike Hickson, we are able to offer this report to our readers, which is definitely of interest,
given both the source and the means of communication. According to several sources, Coccopalmerio
interceded with the pope in favor of Don Mauro Inzoli, the priest of C.
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